SOVIET NATIONAL POETS

MAXIM RYLSKI, (1895–1969), born in Kiev, where he attended the University, began to study medicine, but turned to philology. The chaos during and following World War I, prevented his graduation. His first collection, “On the White Islands,” appeared when he was only fifteen. During the most turbulent post-Revolution years (1919–1921), Rylyskiy lived in the country, away from the stark realities of the contemporary scene. At that time he did not know any nationalist dynamism either, and that was perhaps what saved him from the tragic end of his fellow-writers during the purge of the middle thirties. However, in 1931 he was arrested and imprisoned. From that experience he returned a changed man. For almost a decade his earlier works were banished, while he was given an opportunity to be restored into the favor of the Party. That he succeeded is attested by the two Stalin prizes for literature he received in due course. His poem-vision “Thirst,” written under the impact of the German invasion of Ukraine gives the essence of his literary genius. This poem is a parallel to Yevtushenko’s “Heirs of Stalin.” Rylyskiy’s translations from foreign literatures were no less masterful than his original verse. Not long before his death the poet sent an inscribed copy of his last book “Zimovy Zapisi” to Marshall for translation and here is one of the poems from that book.

ZIMOVY ZAPISI

Maxim Rylyskiy

Authorized Translation from the Ukrainian
by Herbert Marshall

Original
(From the Book)

Вони між нами ходять — і на зборах
Помови визлозують гучні.
Вони не знають тощо неба-борок,
Та ові в них — пригнанісьте! — скажуть!

Погляньте кинь — ось вони спиняються,
Ті ові бистри й звільнені дивою.
Чи в складках тих їх жертви не відбились?
Чи відблісок совісті навіть заспек?

Дарма питати! Де вже там сумління,
Де існача честі в непроглядній тьмі,
Коли їм тільки сіть живітіння
І травлення нормально на умі!

Transliteration

ZIMOVI ZAPISI

“WINTER TALES”

Maksim Rylyskiy

Voni mizh namil khodyat’ i na zbroakh
They among us walk and at meetings
Promovi vyzlozyuut’ guchni,
Speeches proclaim glamorous,
Voni ne znajuut’ tonym nebad’orikh
They (do) not know tones cheerful,
To ohi v nikh pribliants’es! sklyanii!
Those eyes in them look-closely! glassy!
Poglyaneo kiny — os’ vony spiniasرس,
Look carefully here they (are) stopped,
To ohi bistri i mertvi vodnochais!
Those eyes quick and dead simultaneously!
Chii v skel’tsakh tikhikh zhertvy ne vidibillii?
Are in glass of-those (eyes) their victims not reflected?
Chii vidbils’kovstit’ naviki zgas?
Are reflections-of-conscience for-ever extinguished?
Darma pytati! De vize tam sumlina,
No-use to-ask Where is there conscience,
De fára chéstí v neprogliadníi t’mi,
Where is (a) spark of honesty in (that) impenetrable darkness,
Kólí im tíí’kí síté zhivotinnia
When for them only well-fed existence
I trávémlia normál’ne na uní!
And digestion normal on (the) mind!
Bratropadávstí z bíliní rukámi
Brother-betrayers with white hands
I z chórnními sertiámi os’ voní,
And with black hearts here (are) they
Shcho váláel anonímnní lítzámi
That paved (with) anonymous letters
Dorógu u ka’eru t’a v chní!
(The) road to career and to rank!
I khódiat’ she! I shche zemíla šch’ nósišt’,
And walk (about) still! And still (the) earth them bears,
I mi dójí ruku podaém,
And we till now hand shake,
I pi’ krvávi im chóla ne’ nósišt’
And sweat bloody their forehead not moistens
Plíd kaláttia neséstpní tiągérém!
Under remorse’s unbearable burden!
Ne sniáž’ia díti im osírtí
not dream-of children they orphaned
I na mglákkh skórňní materi,
And at graves sorrowful mothers
Voní zhviút’, voní u dórím till
They live, they have (a) healthy body,
I kh ne zloviš nà nechástit’ gri!
They were not caught at dishonest play!
Khái zlé pro nikh govóríat’ u naródi,
Let evil about them speak by people,
Znevága khái bíchúe svitová,—
(With) insult shall castigate (the) world,—
U nikh e shchít: ne vpímaní— ne zloáiti!
by them is (a) shield: not caught— no thief!
U nikh e mch: fa’ššírová slová!
By them is (a) sword: false words!
Ta’ stat’ liud’mi nemá, nemá nadí!
But to-become human (is) no, no hope
Tim, khto zhitit’í propóv’
For-those, who life-long crawled, like (a) snake!
Nekhái i kh vitér víchnosti rozví,
Let them (by the) wind of- eterniy be-blown,
Nekhái v ogni ostatním spospelé
Let in (the) fire last burn-to-ashes
Nakléplníka ostat’ogo im’íá!
(The) defamer’s last name!
21.12.1961

Final Translation

They still walk amongst us and at meetings
hollow speeches still deliver,
and their tone, of course, is always cheerful
but their eyes— just see—are glassy slivers.

Look carefully—they seem to be quite still—
simultaneously those dead eyes are the eyes of the devil!
How is it their victims aren’t reflected in those glassy eyes
where reflections of conscience have been extinguished for ever?

Vain questions! How can there be any conscience,
what sparks of honesty in that darkness can you find,
when in them is only animal satisfaction
and only normal digestion is on their mind?

Brother-betrayers with lily-white hands
and black-black hearts—they are still here—
those who anonymous letters penned
to achieve high rank and a government career.

Yes, they are still here! The earth bears them yet,
We still shake hands with them or worse,
and their brow is not dewed with bloody sweat
under the unbearable burden of remorse.

They do not dream of children they have orphaned,
or of sorrowful mothers standing at sad graves,
They live, they live in bodies plump and cared-for,
No one has caught them cheating, they do not misbehave.

Let them be cursed in the mouths of the people,
Let this whole world voice its castigation—
Behold their shield: who’s not caught is no thief!
Behold their sword: words of falsification!

But they will never be human, never worthy of trust,
whose life is to crawl like snakes in the grass!
Let the winds of eternity blow to nothingness,
Let the fires of eternity burn to ashes and dust
the very last names of the slanderers.

A TRIBUTE TO MIKHAIL ILYICH ROMM
(1901-1971)

In the thirties, when I was studying at the State
Institute of Cinematography in Moscow, part of our work
was actual training in a film studio or on location. Generally,
film students went back to the area they came from—so a Georgian
would go back to the Tbilisi Studios; a Ukrainian, back to the Kiev Studios; an
Armenian, back to the Yerivan Studios, etc. I, of course,
couldn’t go back to my English Studios and so I had a
freer choice.

The very first practical work I had was with the
vetern film director, Protozanov. It was to make a film
based on the play of Ivanov, called “THE ARMORED
TRAIN,” which was produced by the Moscow Art
Theatre. It dealt with the Civil War and the foreign
intervention into the Soviet Union, in which British
troops were also involved, amongst about fourteen other
nations. As this particular incident concerned the ordinary soldier, an English G.I. whom we called Tommy Atkins, I was asked to coach this Russian actor in speaking a few sentences in English. I only remember that we were out on location in winter with about twenty feet of snow underfoot—we had to shoot on skis and sledges and it was bitterly cold—for the first time in my life, I knew why Vodka was invented! However, for all that I really was only a passenger, what they called an “assistant student-practitioner.”

But, my second practical work was with Mikhail Romm. This time, in winter again, we were shooting in the film studios of Moscow, called Potylikha—these were then fairly new. Times were very spartan, not only in relation to food and transport, but also in relation to fuel and electricity. I remember that the limited facilities also meant that the film groups would have two shifts—those shooting during the day, and those shooting during the night. Unfortunately, Mikhail Romm’s group had to shoot at night.

I still remember the dreadful feeling of traipsing to work in the dark and working until dawn in unheated studios (there was just not enough fuel to go around for all day and all night), and we all worked in our heavy boots, fur coats, fur hats—ear flaps down—and though the actors, naturally, had to play in costume appropriate to the situation (in this case 19th Century France!), right up to the moment of shooting they would be wearing their heavy clothes; then when the camera came for action, they would quickly take off their heavy clothes, hand them to us standing around, shoot, and then shiver and put their coats on again to rehearse the next shot.

The film we were making was based on Guy D’Maupassant’s famous story, “BOULE DeSUFE.” It turned out to be the last silent film made in Russia—maybe the last in the world.

I remember the leading part was played by a star actor of the Vakhtangov Theatre, Gorunov, who later played “HAMLET” in Vakhtangov’s famous “Marxist” production. He was a brilliant actor who died early in life—a natural death—surprising in those years! What I still remember was that this was Mikhail Romm’s first independent directorial assignment, and he was in no way cagey about taking suggestions from his staff; indeed, he gave me free rein to suggest my own ideas regarding Mise-En-Scene, acting, business, or shots.

I am grateful to him for giving me my first experiment with professional actors, and his care and solicitude for that young Englishman struggling with the Russian language on those freezing nights in Moscow.

Later, he became a teacher in the State Institute of Cinematography. But, in the days of the purges and later in the days of the growth of antisemitism, he became personally involved, despite the fact that he had made the most pro-Stalin films about the Revolution, “LENIN in 1918,” for example. In these films Stalin was made an equal of Lenin, a participant with him in all preparations and conduct and leadership of the Revolution! A complete distortion of history with complete denigration of Zinoviev, Kamenev and others and the complete omission of Trotsky.

All these films were in one way or the other directed by Stalin, who checked the scripts and their treatment and even indicated who should play what parts, just as in the days of Tsar Nikolai the First, with his personal intervention in the Imperial Theatre productions and dramas—aided by the Okhrana, the Secret Police, as censors.

Later on, during the thaw, Mikhail Romm wrote about the film, “ADMIRAL USHAKOV,” that he had to make, where practically everything—every piece of dialogue, had to be submitted to a committee and eventually to the caucus around Stalin. There was a complete wiping out of all conflict and a total production of stereotypes. He wrote how “the people were depicted as a faceless mass—clay in the omnipotent hands of the flawless hero; and he, too, ultimately lacked individuality, since he had no inner contradictions and therefore no development of character.” (See “Pravda” April 17th, 1962)

During the virulent attack on Yiddish culture, with the virtually wiping out of the Yiddish intelligentsia by the Stalinist Communist Party in 1948-1949, the faithful Romm, who had done everything that the Party dictator wanted in his films, was now also attacked as a “Cosmopolitan.” Years later, during the thaw, at a meeting with Kruschev, he relates that antisemitism had now become a tradition in Soviet life. He said, “After the October Revolution, the expression ‘cosmopolite without a fatherland’ was invented to replace that other expression, ‘dirty Jew.’ Among other things, and in certain instances, the latter expression was even printed. On the cover of the (satirical) magazine, ‘CROCODILE,’ a cartoon appeared during those years presenting a ‘cosmopolite without a fatherland’ of clearly Jewish type, holding a book in his hands on which one could read in big characters the word ‘ZHID,’ *not ‘ANDRE GIDE,’ but simply ‘ZHID.’ Neither the cartoonist, nor any of those responsible for this scoundrel’s joke, has been condemned by us. We have preferred to keep quiet, to forget all this, as one could forget that dozens of our best theatre and movie people were declared ‘cosmopolites without a fatherland’ for instance, others present here. They have been authorized to work again, some in the Party, some in their particular union. But is it really possible to heal the wounds, to forget what one has suffered for many years when you were trampled on and covered with mud?”

The interesting thing is that I learned that Romm was Jewish (which I never knew when I was working with him); but he was an assimilated Russian Jew who had nothing of Jewishness about him in any way and no connections with any kind of religious traditions; as far as I was concerned, he was a Russian. But now, like all the Jews in the Soviet Union, he began to recover his Jewishness and one of his last works was a very important film called in Russian “Common or Garden Fascism” (by which he meant antisemitism) which was a monumental documentary—an editing of news reels showing Nazi atrocities against the Jews and the manifestations of antisemitism. I know most of my colleagues in the film industry were very thrilled that Romm actually made this film and it was actually shown. Jewish authorities now say that this was one of the important contributions toward the reawakening of the Soviet Jews.

Romm, till the end of his life never gave up fighting against Stalinism. He was one of the famous 64 signatories who sent a letter to the Central Committee of the CPSU to protest against re-Stalinization in the late sixties.
I was lucky to meet him in his last years when I went back to my old Alma Mater, GIK, and we reminisced over the pioneer romantic days when we produced a work of art in the freezing cold Moscow nights. It was indeed a beautiful film, but got lost in the new spate of sound on film.

Let me say "Thank you," to Mikhail Romm for having fought the good fight, despite all the humiliations and the tragedies of the Stalinist era he had suffered through.

* In Russian "ZHID" is the equivalent of the insulting word "Yid," and was a pun on the spelling and pronunciation of the French writer's name "GIDE."

YEVTUSHENKO'S VISIT TO THE UNITED STATES

The Soviet poet Zhenia Yevtushenko's present visit to the United States has aroused great interest and attracted large audiences as well as vociferous protests by representatives of Soviet Jewry and Ukrainians.

The readings of translations of his poems given by Mr. Barry Boys, together with the originals read by Yevtushenko himself, include a number of translations by Professor Herbert Marshall, in particular the famous "Babi Yar." Marshall's translations, published by Duoton in 1966, was the first authorized publication of Yevtushenko's poems in the United States.

"Babi Yar" is included in Shostakovich's 13th Symphony, and the composer personally asked Marshall to prepare the English version of the 13th Symphony for performances in the English-speaking world, to which has now been added his 14th Symphony, an almost entirely choral work.

Since its publication, Marshall has been continuing the translation of poems he has received from the author, including "I Am An Earthman Gagarin," published in English for the first time in the SIU newspaper, "The Egyptian." He is working on the latest poem he just received from Yevtushenko on "The Trumpet of Louis Armstrong." Now once again they met on American soil and discussed the present and the future. This may include a visit to SIU by the poet before he returns to the USSR.

At this meeting, Yevtushenko told Marshall about his invitation to the White House where he had 70 minutes with President Nixon. Professor Marshall presented the President with an autographed copy of his translations and has received a personal reply of appreciation and thanks from the President.